Tri-Fraternity Smoker Features Bob Cousy

Babson's new freshman and transfer students took their first long and serious look at the intramural smoker fraternity. This year the council was fortunate in having one of the world's most famous sports figures as the guest speaker. Mr. Bob Cousy formally with the Boston Celtics and now head coach at Boston College.

Mr. Cousy's topic was to be the value of extra-curricular activities in the building of well-rounded, mature, and well-adjusted men. Mr. Cousy has been a member of the 1952-54 NBA team. There are probably no but a few men who could qualify as well for this job.

WHEELING DEALER INSURANCE EXEC TO SPEAK

Mr. Isaac S. Kibbick, a well-known insurance executive, spoke at the December 11 meeting of Circle K. Mr. Kibbick, president of the National Insurance Company, has been long known as a leader in the field and was the first man in the industry to be able to sell $100,000 a year in a single year. His present position of $500,000 a year makes him one of the largest and most respected in the field.

Mr. Kibbick's presentation was an analysis of his business in the Wheeling area, and his job as an independent insurance agent brought on an interestingly low sales rate at that time as well.

Mr. Kibbick has a deep local and state Association memberships, as well as National Congresses.

NEWMAN CLUB SPONSORS FIRST CAMPUS MASS

There will be a mass held in the Foellibele December 11 from 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Father James D. O'Connor, a native from St. John's Seminary will celebrate a mass for Babson Students on the campus of the Newman Club. This is a novel and attendance would not only be a source of support and encouragement for the Newman Club who have had help and support from the individual. Let us show our appreciation by supporting this function.

The Newman Club is planning a on-sale function next term which will be held at St. John's Seminary. This function will be a fund raiser for the Newman Club, and we hope that the student will be more than willing to support this function. The Newman Club is a student basketball team. This team should be given the opportunity and welcome to support the Newman Club.

SUMMER JOB TIPS

Tips for those special student (job) opportunities at National Seagate in Glenview, 3005 W. Cariagton, Chicago; Ohio 3523, Mark "T"ost for first-class mailing in December.

INDEX
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Friday November 22...Day Like Most on the Street

By Richard C. Kimball

Friday November 22...a day like most other days. The market, running a few points off in the opening, eventually went back to the President Kennedy's assassination as an event. The market (S.T.) the only major market that day and closed a little over the "bell" and "shorts" orders the like of which the market has seen in many a mile of ticker tape. Traders were flannel-dressed in an unusually colorful manner, trying to fill the nation's orders. The "bell" and "shorts" orders the like of which the market has seen in many a mile of ticker tape. Traders were flannel-dressed in an unusually colorful manner, trying to fill the nation's orders.

But the nation's orders were not filled. The market, after a short period of time the exchange felt the rush of the "bell" and "shorts" orders and the last 100 points of Tuesday's opening, Wednesday's rise and Thursday's fall "bell" and "shorts" orders the like of which the market had seen in many a mile of ticker tape. Traders were flannel-dressed in an unusually colorful manner, trying to fill the nation's orders.

It seems inevitable that the market should suffer a blow when the nation's orders are not filled. As a result of this blow, the market advanced 9.52 in good order to meet the nation's orders. The market advanced 9.52 in good order to meet the nation's orders.

But the nation's orders were not filled. The market, after a short period of time the exchange felt the rush of the "bell" and "shorts" orders and the last 100 points of Tuesday's opening, Wednesday's rise and Thursday's fall "bell" and "shorts" orders the like of which the market had seen in many a mile of ticker tape. Traders were flannel-dressed in an unusually colorful manner, trying to fill the nation's orders.

But the nation's orders were not filled. The market, after a short period of time the exchange felt the rush of the "bell" and "shorts" orders and the last 100 points of Tuesday's opening, Wednesday's rise and Thursday's fall "bell" and "shorts" orders the like of which the market had seen in many a mile of ticker tape. Traders were flannel-dressed in an unusually colorful manner, trying to fill the nation's orders.

But the nation's orders were not filled. The market, after a short period of time the exchange felt the rush of the "bell" and "shorts" orders and the last 100 points of Tuesday's opening, Wednesday's rise and Thursday's fall "bell" and "shorts" orders the like of which the market had seen in many a mile of ticker tape. Traders were flannel-dressed in an unusually colorful manner, trying to fill the nation's orders.

But the nation's orders were not filled. The market, after a short period of time the exchange felt the rush of the "bell" and "shorts" orders and the last 100 points of Tuesday's opening, Wednesday's rise and Thursday's fall "bell" and "shorts" orders the like of which the market had seen in many a mile of ticker tape. Traders were flannel-dressed in an unusually colorful manner, trying to fill the nation's orders.

But the nation's orders were not filled. The market, after a short period of time the exchange felt the rush of the "bell" and "shorts" orders and the last 100 points of Tuesday's opening, Wednesday's rise and Thursday's fall "bell" and "shorts" orders the like of which the market had seen in many a mile of ticker tape. Traders were flannel-dressed in an unusually colorful manner, trying to fill the nation's orders.
**My Two Cents’ Worth**

**Jarrett N. Day**

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE

James River’s Times THE NEW YORK TIMES commented on the political scene.

“President Johnson has transformed the political scene… It has improved the Republican party’s chances of victory. It has hurt Senator Goingswater, who is identified in many minds with the Texas Democrats. It has certainly not increased the popularity of the Texas in the North, and therefore, by implication it has complicated the President’s political problem.”

“Everybody in the Democratic Party will rally behind the new President. It will almost certainly be a referendum on the presidential nomination, and there is already considerable talk here that the new President will be strongly backed for the race for the presidential nomination, and they even replace Mike MacFadden as major contender.”

“Beyond these speculations, however, it is probably imprudent to go. Each of the last three Presidents has developed in office in wholly unpredictable ways, and President Johnson is not likely to be an exception to this rule.”

“The moments of sorrow cause columnists from areas other than politics and the national picture to add their words, most of them totally out of place. Spokesman John Gally of the RECORD-AMERICAN reached, perhaps, his own personal high as a newspaperman with the following three paragraphs:

“...Oh, if he had not died, if his day had been divided, why couldn’t it have been in a plane crash not by the bullet of a sniper who sniped him in the back? Why did this kindred of mine have to meet the most cruel of fates? If it had raised a little longer JPK would have had to ride in a vehicle with a top on it. WHY WHY WHY no one knows. There are no answers.

“Conspiracies would not commit such a crime. These things happen only in the banana republics where revolts are common but, often they are bloodless.”

“Possibly the dismal death of JPK will have a silver lining. Perhaps the world, shocked, will come to its senses and declare a moratorium on this madness, to this all-consuming hate. Maybe the world will cast aside its weapons and open the curtains of conflict which hang everywhere, somewhere, somehow, long ago started a crusade against hate...”

Anthony LaCamara of THE RECORD-AMERICAN looked at a country’s loss through his review of the television proceedings.

“There was much, much too much in all the years of television, hour after hour, then a full day and still another without the usual entertainment shows, without the sports selections, without even a single commentator.”

“One hardly thought of them: they were almost too numerous to contemplate at such a tragic time. And yet, one could think of them long enough to wish they were there. They had been cancelled. It would have meant that this terrible thing had never happened. The only words that filled our hearts were the last, the final, the unutterable sorrow of a mother.”

“President Johnson is a good President, he is a leader of men, he is a symbol of hope. He has the ability to inspire confidence in the American people.”

“We urge more bright young university graduates enter enter the political arena to replace the political hacks, but amnificates the brightest of the lot.

“We could conquer all the armies, Navies and Air Forces of the world, but cannot stay the tigger of a single sniper intent on shooting our Commander-In-Chief.”

“**From the scene where it all happened the DALLAS TIMES-HERALD expressed the true feelings of regret that so many of us had.**

“Let us search our hearts...Terrible history has been made in Dallas...John F. Kennedy, President of the United States is dead. Dallas...Nothing matter the explanation of the act, the awful reality overwhelms us. He died here.”

“Don’t you know why, we may never know why he happened in Dallas. And in it is no comfort to our grief that an insane chance led to a mad destiny, brought our President’s death to us. But this we know, that as a city we must show the world the deep unity of our grief, the depths of the stunned void that is in each of us.”

“What happened here could have happened in any city. But first there had to be the seeds of hate and we must pray that Dallas can apply the atmosphere for tragedy to grow again. The bullet that felled our President was dropped in an unsightly world. But to our sorrow, it found its mark here.”

John F. Kennedy no longer lives nor does his slayer, The title of President of the United States has changed hands and the world has now returned to its supply of tears and emotions. A statesman, our leader has been shot in a century of advancement and retardation. We have advanced in skills and knowledge, but our instincts are still those that we had when we climbed from the trees. President Kennedy showed what he could do and would do for his country, but will it go to no avail?”
"Take Her, She's Mine" has little virtue

BY JAN DENERHOLZ

TAKE HER, SHE'S MINE, new off the American College girl and her "cliques" (such as boys, men, Europe, and sit-ins, but it goes to extremes that the original Broadway

James Stewart stars as Frank Michaelson, the devoted father of a real "dawg" --- Mollie Michaelson, played by Sandra Dee. The screen-

play centers Mollie's freshman year at Hawthorne College. "One of those better taught college's in the Boston area," and Mollie's year of study abroad.

LIVE LIFE TO ITS FULLEST

When Frank called his daughter "a liveiy, breathing invitation to trouble," he was making an understatement, Mollie gives her dad more trouble while going through a "sea state, social-consciousness stage, and marital stage" than any ten daughters. Mollie's naive parents almost choke over their dinner back home in California when they read one of her letters from college. "The world situation is abysmal. I sometimes think I won't last another week and here I am still a virgin."

Hawthorne girls make some astute observations on college men you can tell a Williams man because he wears a necktie; you can spot an Anheuser man because he always tables so far out of his car while trying to look over whether it is almost run out and you can tell a Harvard man because he talks like JFK.

However, the movie lacks the authenticity of college life that is

found in the play by Phoebe and Henry Ephron. Namely Johnson has taken the Ephron's play and carried it to Hollywood extremes by adding the episodes in France. It has a true humor in trans-

FORMING THE PLAY FOR THE CINEMA.

MIDDLE CLASS STEREOTYPE

James Stewart portrays the fath-

er as a humorous caricature of a middle-class professional man. Audrey Miles is the rich man's wife, Mrs. Michaelson is steeped in middle-class stereotypes, such as a ranch house with a pool, the latest clothes, and a "window-like" village.

Charla Doherty, as Mollie's younger sister, Lucille's supporting role nicely. And Mollie's romantic interest, Frenchman Philippe Forquer, may, well be-

come the college girl's answer to Marcello Mastroianni.

For a movie that purports to be about virtue, there's little in it; but it may provide a funny evening.

EXEC LISTINGS

PROMISES PROMISES - Just what the title says.

IT'S A MAD, MAD, MAD WORLD - Stanley Kramer got carried away with himself just once too often.

TAKE HER, SHE'S MINE - If you can take Sandra Dee she's yours.

CLEOPATRA - Certainly the biggest bust of the year.

WHEELER-DEALERS - Lee Remick tries to garner herself another screen mate.

COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE

Wellesley Hills Civic 5-0047 Does at 7:45 Mats. Wed. & Sat. at 2

Sundays Continuous Run at 4:30

Now Showing From San Francisco: Kirk Douglas and James Mason in Walt Disney's

"20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA"

Disney's "BEN AND ME" Sun. Mon. Tues. Dec. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Paul Newman & Joanne Woodard in "A NEW KIND OF FAMILY"

Also "13 FRIGHTENED GIRLS"

"Seven Days Beginning Wed. Dec. 11th"

PAPERBACK BOOKSMITH

OPEN UNTIL 10 P.M.

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

PAPER BACKS AND
OUTLINES
IN ALL SUBJECTS

68 A Central Street, Wellesley CE 7-1050

"DEDICATED TO THE FINE ART OF BROWSING"

Happy Holiday Idea!

Take Advantage of the
BLUE DISCOUNT CARDS

for Your Xmas Shopping

ANDREWS PHARMACY

FREE DELIVERY ANYTIME NO MINIMUM

CE 5-1001

This Month We're Buying

Used Text Books

Working With "The Blue Book"

We Can Buy Some

15,000-Odd Titles

Whether Or Not

Used On This Campus

Tell Your College Friends

And Convert Used "Hardbacks" to

New "Greenbacks"

Bring Your Used Texts To The

BABSON BOOKSTORE

HOLLISTER BUILDING
ON SATURDAY EVENING, November 18 Alpha Delta Sigma Fraternity held its first all college dance of the year. The grand ballroom of the Sheraton Biltmore looked like Grand Central Station as there were 1300 college students present. The dance was a great success with plenty of room for everyone to drink and dance.

Tommy Roe and the Chiffons each presented two shows of twenty minutes duration each. This dance marks a precedent for Babson hospitality. For the first time the faculty sponsored a function that was open to all college students.

Remember to Keep Christ in Christmas

NEWMAN CLUB

Every Good Wish for Christmas and the New Year from the BABSONIAN

The Junior Class Offers Best Wishes for Christmas and the New Year

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Shutt to Hayes maneuvered corner to on the extra point. A few bad breaks and an exceptionally strong and aggressive defense also scored a field goal safety in this quarter. In the third quarter Gode's stretched his long leg and slumped his way around and for six and soon after Roe Hayes faked his way back to the dirt after a Alpha Kappa Psi punt. The deepest penetration by Alpha Kappa Psi was on a sixty yard flight

by Bob Levy who was dr from behind by a blit strench on the one yard try. Fourth stanza Delta Sig pretty well mangled on and slumped around the let and pulled a hanger on from the arm of Pete B final point of the game was well played, hard for the visitors......

MERRY CHRISTMAS
HAPPY NEW Y

to All Students and Faculty

CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL

Happy Holiday
Seasons Greeting

From the Brothers of
Alpha Delta Sigma

MERRY XMA
and
HAPPY NEW YEA
from the B Club

The Sinai Club Wishes all its Members and Friends a HAPPY CHANUKAH and a Happy New Year
Saturday evening, November 19, Alpha Delta Sigma held its first all-college dance of the year. The grand marshall of the Sherry Billimore Sodolak Grand Central Station were 1000 college students present. The dance was a great success with plenty of room for everyone to dance and enjoy the evening. The Roos and the Chiffons each presented two shows of twenty minutes each. This dance marked a precedent for Babson for the first time the Institute sponsored a function that was open to all college students.

**MERRY CHRISTMAS HAPPY NEW YEAR**

**to All Students and Faculty**

**CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL**

**Happy Holidays**

**Seasons Greetings**

From the Brothers of Alpha Delta Sigma

**B**

**MERRY XMAS and HAPPY NEW YEAR from the B Club**

The Sinai Club wishes all its members and friends a HAPPY CHANUKAH and a Happy New Year.

Circle K Accepts By-Laws

On Wednesday, November 20, the weekly meeting of the Circle "K" Club was held in the Foggie. The main business of the meeting was the acceptance of the by-laws by the members of the club. The chairmen of the various committees reported to the president the success that had been made by their committee.

The Members of the Executive Committee, Faculty, and Admin.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
**Merry Christmas**

**Happy New Year**

to All Students and Faculty

---

**Happy Holiday**

**Seasons Greetings**

From the Brothers of Alpha Delta Sigma

---

**Merry Christmas**

and

**Happy New Year**

from the B Club

---

**The Members of the Economics Club**

Extend Their Wishes to the Students, Faculty, and Administration for a Very Merry Xmas and a Prosperous New Year

---

**Lotsa Luck**

From TAU

---

**BEST WISHES FOR A FESTIVE HOLIDAY SEASON**

---

**Delta Sig Too Strong for A. K. Psi**

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Slovene to Hayes maneuvering carefully on the extra point. A few bad breaks and an exceptionally strong and aggressive defense also scored a two point safety in this quarter.

In the third quarter Goddard stumbled on his long legs and stirred up horror for the rest of the season after Joe Hayes kicked his way back to pay off after a Alpha Kappa Phi punt. The deepest penetration by Alpha Kappa Phi was on a sixty yard field by Bob Levy who was dragged down from behind by a blushing Paul Hrusch on the one yard line. By the fourth stanza Delta Sig had things pretty well smushed away. At Goddard slumped around the left end again and pulled a hanger out of nowhere from the arm of Pete Simon for the final point of the game. The game was well played, hard fought, and to the victors.....
The Management of the Evening Break Snack Bar Extend Best Wishes to the Students and Faculty for a Joyous Holiday

Season's Greetings from the Brothers of DELTA SIGMA PI

GAMMA UPSILON CHAPTER

The Merriest of Christmas and the Happiest of New Years from THE EPICURÉAN SOCIETY OF BABSON INSTITUTE

"Give Me Food, Wine, Women and the Time to Enjoy Them"

The Economics Club is open to the Students, illustration for a Very Prosperous New Year

Greetings to the Students of Babson College, 1963

The Management of the Evening Break Snack Bar Extend Best Wishes to the Students and Faculty for a Joyous Holiday

Season's Greetings from the Brothers of DELTA SIGMA PI

GAMMA UPSILON CHAPTER

The Merriest of Christmas and the Happiest of New Years from THE EPICURÉAN SOCIETY OF BABSON INSTITUTE

"Give Me Food, Wine, Women and the Time to Enjoy Them"
The Economics Club.

The Management of the Evening Break Snack Bar Extend Best Wishes to the Students and Faculty for a Joyous Holiday

Season's Greetings from the Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi

Gamma Upsilon Chapter

NOEL

Season's Greetings to all Babson Men and Their Families

Veterans Club

The Merriest of Christmas and the Happiest of New Years from

The Epicurean Society of Babson Institute

"Give Me Food, Wine, Women and the Time to Enjoy Them"

S.A.M.

Wishes the Men of Babson a Happy Holiday Season

The Brothers of Blue Key National Honor Fraternity

Wish You and Yours the Happiest of Holidays

Stedman Amory
Paul Collins
Bruce Davis
Thomas Greensmith
Frederick Knight

Barclay Megathlin
Jace Rosenfeld
William Taylor
Robert Weissman
John Whelan

The Student Government of Babson Institute

Wishes You a Joyous Christmas and Prosperous New Year
CUBAN TRAVEL BAN

Last December, five American students went to Cuba. On the following September, they were arrested by the Castro government and had three court dates before returning to Cuba, from where they were freed. The release was allegedly due to a new law that permits travel to Cuba. The release of the students is an indication of the easing of a travel ban that has existed in the United States since the late 1950s.

at sixes and sevens

This week’s Student Government meeting ended in somewhat violent unrest. The meeting did not actually end, as was previously stated; it was actually the second meeting of the day. The first meeting was held last week and was not mentioned in the previous edition.

Letters To The Editor

In response to the November 20 issue of the EXEC, which discussed the lack of appreciation for the talent pool, I would like to point out that the student body is grateful for the efforts of the students who have worked so hard to make this issue a success.

Boodhamy replied:

In reference to the November 20 issue of the EXEC, I would like to express my disappointment at the lack of appreciation for the talent pool. The student body is grateful for the efforts of the students who have worked so hard to make this issue a success.

Dear Editor,

I was disappointed to read the article "Boodhamy replied" in the November 20 issue of the EXEC. As a student who has worked on this issue, I find it disturbing that the lack of appreciation for the talent pool is being overlooked.

I would like to point out that the student body is grateful for the efforts of the students who have worked so hard to make this issue a success.

Sincerely,

Boodhamy
Coal in My Stocking this Christmas

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Four years he has waited tirelessly for his Christmas present from me, the present of a coal that he could play with and build a fire with. Today he received his Christmas present, a large block of coal, and he was overjoyed.

I had been thinking about what to give him for Christmas. I wanted something that would last him a long time and be useful. I decided on a block of coal because it is a symbol of the gift of life and the warmth of love.

When I handed him the coal, he looked at it with wonder and awe. He held it tightly in his tiny hands, feeling its texture and weight. "This is the best Christmas present I have ever received," he said with a smile.

Thank you for helping me choose the perfect gift for my son. I hope it brings him joy for many years to come.

The future is purchased by the present.

Samuel Johnson

The future is purchased by the present.

We'd like to add to Dr. Johnson's thought: The present is not just for the future, but for the present as well.

Starting to plan your financial future while you're young and still in college is a wise decision. And the life insurance program that you're in could turn out to be the most valuable part of that financial planning.

Our Campus office specializes in helping college students plan their financial future.

P.S. The new model of car we tested in the latest issue of "Consumer Reports" has a coal-powered engine that runs on coal slurry. It's a great way to reduce carbon emissions and save money on fuel costs.

Peter J. Feeney
C.L. U.
HU 2-5040

Where engineering leadership brings you better-built cars.
Go Back Home To Disneyland

By Ken Hamwey

Oh how I wish that Freddy Schrav and his boy league Lakers would go home to Disneyland. At the Celtics game against the Lakers last week, Freddy raced onto the court, throwing the ref's coat and yelling to the point of utter disgust. What a basher he is calling time out with only seconds remaining to be played night after the Celtics had called a time out. Oh I hope his Lakers get eliminated by those St. Louis Hawkies in the west. Mr. Schrav is about as classy as an elephant attempting to twist the tail.

As Clyde Lovellette entered the game against the Laets, pandemonium broke loose among the 12,000 fans present. "Wide Clyde" and Johnny Most, says in a real crowd pleaser. His first shot, a sweeping hook, dropped through the nets and the fans voiced their appreciation. Larry Siegfried and Johnny McCarthy have been scoring more action lately and have looked fairly impressive. The fans are calling Siegfried the smaller version of Johnny Haskell.

Also, this past week, the fans were able for the first time to see the new Witt Chamberlain face the old Bill Russell. Boston won its fifteenth game as opposed to one loss, and Bill Russell won the first match of the year against Witt. Bill had 19 points, 10 assists, and 20 rebounds as compared to Witt's 23 and 27 rebounds. Sam Jones played the best defense on Boston with 27 points and Johnny Havlicek accounted for 25.

Red Auerbach feels the Celtics cannot keep up their pace forever. Red says that the club is just having its winning streak early and that shortly they may come back to the rest of the league, but hasn't Red always been noted for making harsh comments at the right psychological moment? Isn't it true that he has been the guiding force behind the Boston success? The Celtics have been winning Championships since 1957. Red deserves a great deal of credit for keeping the outfit hungry during such a period.

Freddy Schrav doesn't know the secrets of the Auerbach psychology and I doubt he'll ever find a championship. He lacks imagination and the ability to size up a ballplayer. I hope Schrav quits up like Casey Stengel and the New York Mets -- a door not. Why don't you bring back Ray Felix and Hot Rod Hunter, Freddy boy? These two ex Lakers are as boisterous as their old coach.

STUDENT TOUR LEADERS WANTED

TO EUROPE

SUMMER 1964

For Men or Women

Faculty Members or Graduate Students

APPLY PROMPTLY

ADAMS' STUDENT TOURS

4455 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1609
Los Angeles 90, California

NAME

COLLEGE

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

WELLESLEY RESTAURANT

13 Central Street

Wellesley

6 a.m. to 8 p.m.

MEAL TICKETS AVAILABLE

"What foods these morsels be"

Delta Sig Too Strong for A.K.Psi

On the afternoon of November 22, the outstanding tackling of Bill Delta Sigma Psi met Alpha Kappa Psi Chiheis led Alpha Kappa Psi from the football colossus of the sea-chasing their attack, and a poor kick-off, Delta Sig proved too strong this out of their own end zone sex up the season and slammed their way to a first score for Delta Sig, Joe Tiner 33 to 0 victory. The two giants had short around end for six points, and both flagged out their game-opponent a pass from Pete Summ to Al Goode Delta Sigma with impressive added points, Delta Sig's centre back power, the tackle was spectacular in catching in the second quarter, and in the cracker of the season, but handed to Jim Eberly provided the Delta Sig pulled to much punch from here for another six corner with a

IN MEMORIAM

JOHN F KENNEDY

-- a great man

The Babson Young Republican Club

COMPLETE-SERVICE BANK

Students and Faculty of Babson Institute have the advantage of quick service, convenient access to four convenient offices

Wellesley Square

Wellesley Hills

Lower Falls

When you stop at the Wellesley National Bank we are not limited to any one service. We have all

BANKING services.

WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK

CIR 5-8000

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

To wish you a

Happy Holiday Season

Wellesley, Mass.

Route 9

Pancakes

WELLESLEY HILLS SERVICE

Wellesley Hills Square

Call 24 HOURS (We give S & H Green Stamps) 235-9000

Holiday Greetings from SOUTH SHORE PUBLISHING COMPANY

Printers of "The Exec"

777 COUNTRY WAY NORTH SCIATUATE

We wish you a

Happy Holiday Season

All Students at Babson